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How to Schedule

1. Review school application deadlines to ensure that 
you schedule your child’s testing date appropriately.

2. Visit https://admission.erblearn.org to schedule 
an appointment and create your online account.

3. Select the schools to which you would like a 
copy of your child’s score report sent. 

4. Watch for a confirmation email to verify test 
center location, date, and check-in time.

5.
Approximately three to five business days 
after the assessment, visit your online account 
to retrieve your child’s score report.

Assessment Fees

$65 per applicant

To cancel or reschedule your appointment, please call the AABL 
Operations Office at 1 (800) 446-0320. There is a $25 service 
fee to cancel or reschedule. This fee is deducted from all refunds.

Questions?

For more information about AABL, please visit us online at 
www.erblearn.org/aabl or contact the AABL Operations Office 
at 1 (800) 446-0320 or AABLOperations@erblearn.org. 
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Introduction to AABL

ERB’s AABL (Admission Assessment for Beginning Learners) was developed 
with the help of national and local experts in the field of early childhood 
development and gifted education. AABL is a child–friendly assessment 
that provides insight into a child’s ability in Reasoning and Achievement. 
It was designed to help schools assess a child’s strengths as compared 
to other children applying to the same grade. As with any assessment, a 
child’s AABL scores are only one piece of the overall admission process.

About ERB

For over 85 years, ERB (Educational Records Bureau) has provided 
admission, achievement, and instructional services to more than 2,000 
member schools and districts around the world. The not-for-profit 
is a trusted resource for programs that inform admission decisions 
as well as support curriculum and instruction for PreK to Grade 12 
students. For more information, please visit www.erblearn.org.

Policies

Students cannot take AABL for practice. A child can only take 
AABL once within a six-month period. If AABL is administered to 
a child twice over a six-month period, ERB does not report the 
results of the second test or refund the testing fee. All children 
must be a minimum of four years of age at the time of testing. 
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What is AABL?

AABL consists of two main sections, Reasoning and Achievement, 
that are further divided into two subsections. Each of these four 
subsections ask questions designed to assess a student’s ability to:

Verbal Reasoning
 › Analyze relationships 
between two different 
ideas presented in pictures 
by identifying their 
shared characteristics.

 › Make comparisons and 
group various objects based 
on their common properties.

 › Extract explicit 
information to infer and 
interpret situations; use 
deductive reasoning.

Quantitative Reasoning
 › Recognize and apply 
addition, subtraction, or 
another numerical concept.

 › Infer or deduce solutions 
to novel problems.

 › Compare and contrast 
quantities.

 › Identify shapes and patterns.

Early Literacy 
 › Blend phonemes into 
words and recognize 
phonemes in isolation.

 › Manipulate phonemes.

 › Rhyme and letter–sound 
knowledge.

 › Decode words.

 › Read words and sentences.

Mathematics
 › Recognize and 
name numbers.

 › Count and skip count. 

 › Determine ordinal position. 

 › Add and subtract.

 › Identify basic shapes.

 › Recognize common 
measurement tools.



What to Expect on AABL

A free What to Expect on AABL video and guide is available online at 
www.erblearn.org/parents/admissions-testing-aabl. This information 
is useful to set the stage for your child prior to assessment day. 

How is AABL Administered?

AABL is administered using test center provided iPads with instructions 
delivered via child-sized headphones. AABL is untimed and takes 
approximately 30 to 50 minutes to complete, including a short break halfway 
through the assessment. It is administered individually or in small groups.

A trained AABL administrator greets students in a reception area 
and then escorts them to the assessment room. Only students and 
the administrator are permitted in the assessment room.

Once in the assessment room, the administrator guides students through 
an interactive iPad tutorial that teaches them how to use the iPad, 
respond to the questions, and when to provide answers. The administrator 
remains in the assessment room at all times to assist students.

AABL is administered at ERB-approved locations nationwide, as well as 
at the ERB office located at 470 Park Avenue South in New York City. 

Preparing for AABL

Families should plan to arrive at the test center by the check-in time 
listed in the verification email sent from the ERB Admission Portal. 
Late arrivals are required to reschedule for another date and time. 
External tutoring is neither recommended nor necessary.
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What to Tell Your Child
 › Listen very carefully to the instructions given by the test administrator.

 › You are not expected to answer every question. 
As with any test, just try to do your very best.

 › You will receive a point for every correct answer. Points  
are not deducted for incorrect answers.

Testing with Accommodations

ERB makes every effort to accommodate students who are 
unable to take AABL under standard administration conditions 
due to documented learning differences or challenges. For more 
information, please contact AABLOperations@erblearn.org.

Fee Waivers 

ERB provides fee waivers to schools that require AABL 
as a part of their application process. It is up to the 
school to determine how best to distribute these.

Score Reports 

A child’s AABL scores are based not only on how he or she performs 
individually, but on how other children of a similar age perform on 
the assessment. The score report includes the following information for 
each section: a raw score, a scaled score, a percentile rank, a stanine, 
and the number of items answered correctly, incorrectly, or skipped.

Both the parent and the ERB member schools to which the child 
is applying may access the online score report approximately 
three to five business days after the test date.
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Sample Score Report



 

Sample Student

123 Park Ave.

#1A

(917) 123-4567

parent@email.com

123456

01/23/2015

YYYY-MM-DD

X years X months X days 

USA

F

K

New York, NY 10016
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Sample Score Report
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Sample Score Report
CONTINUED
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Sample Score Report
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